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The Emergence of Hybrid Vehicles A Game-Changing Technology with Big Implications By Amy Raskin, Director—Research on Strategic Change, and Saurin Shah, Analyst—Research on Strategic Change



Key Highlights  e see hybrid-power vehicles as an innova>W tive, game-changing technology that will have a major impact over the next couple of decades.  ybrid models will eventually become the new >H automotive standard.  ybrids will help push transportation-related >H demand for oil dramatically lower than mainstream long-term forecasts.  he hybrid trend will have profound investment >T implications for many industries and companies.



Hybrids Will Change the Game Our research concludes that the world is on the verge of a major transition to hybrid-power vehicles. This trend is gathering momentum and will ultimately transform road travel, entire industries and the usage of oil as a transportation fuel. Hybrids, as we’ll call them, use electric motors to boost the fuel efficiency of the conventional gasolinepowered internal-combustion engine (see text box on next page). They get very high mileage, sharply reduce operating costs, and help the environment by significantly lowering emissions. They also enhance performance, particularly acceleration.



We see hybrids as an innovative, game-changing technology that will have a major impact over the next couple of decades: > They’ll essentially replace the traditional gasoline-



powered internal-combustion engine, amounting to a technological revolution.



> They’ll help push transportation-related demand for



oil dramatically lower than mainstream long-term forecasts.



> They’ll affect the profitability and growth pros-



pects of many industries and companies, which will change the investment landscape.



Why Get Excited About Hybrids Now? Hybrids aren’t a new idea—they’ve been around for a few years already—and they haven’t yet become a standard offering from vehicle manufacturers. So why get excited about them now? Our thinking is outside the consensus on this point. We believe that hybrids are much closer to widespread commercial acceptance than most other analysts currently expect. Hybrid technology will prove to be an enormous positive for the global economy, even as others predict a disastrous shortage of oil. Technological innovation will triumph over such ominous predictions, as it has throughout history. Sales of hybrids will greatly increase as more consumers see that hybrid technology makes vehicles more fuel-efficient, faster, cleaner and safer. As we’ll explain, this process has already begun.



There is no guarantee that any forecasts or opinions in this material will be realized. Information should not be construed as investment advice.



The Basics and the Future of Hybrid-Power Vehicles How Electricity Raises Fuel Efficiency One of the keys to hybrids’ importance and future appeal is that they improve fuel efficiency. They do this in several ways:



Plug-ins: The Next Phase in the Hybrid Evolution “Plug-in” vehicle models are likely to be the next phase in the hybrid evolution. They derive their name from the fact that, in addition to the methods we’ve already described, they can charge their batteries when plugged in to standard electrical outlets.



> The electric motor, not the gasoline-powered engine,



is used during acceleration and low-speed cruising;



The plug-in feature will be truly game-changing: It not only delivers enormous fuel efficiency to drivers because they’re using electricity to replace much gasoline, but also fosters flexibility because electricity itself is generated from multiple fuel sources.



> A smaller engine can be used without sacrificing per-



formance;



> The engine is shut off when the car is stopped; and > The battery is charged both by the engine and by



recapturing energy usually lost when braking.



For plug-ins to achieve commercialization, the capabilities of existing batteries need to expand, and their costs need to fall. The development of high-energy lithium batteries should help to overcome these obstacles. We believe that these batteries will be available within the next five years or so.



While internal-combustion engines use only 15% of the energy they receive, with around 60% of it consumed by heat loss (see display), electric motors use about 80% of the energy they receive. The hybrid integrates the benefits of each to boost the efficiency of conventional vehicles. We project that fuel efficiency for vehicles worldwide could nearly double by 2030, mainly as a result of hybrid technology.



The U.S. already has ample capacity in place to accommodate the projected electricity demand from plug-ins, although costs vary by region (see display).



We believe that the mass adoption of hybrid-power vehicles will end the dominance of the gasoline-powered internal-combustion engine. Given the gas engine’s historical supremacy in the transportation industry, this will amount to a technological revolution.



U.S. Plug-In Capacity: Ample Electricity, but Regional Costs Vary



Electricity Is Far More Energy Efficient than Gasoline Internal-Combustion Engine



Electric Motor Electric Energy Resistance Input



Energy Input 100%



Energy Output



(6)%



(14)%



100%



Relative Cost Attractive Neutral Unattractive



80% Driveline Loss (62)%



Heat Loss



(17)%



(6)%



Energy Output



Attractive reflects likely availability of surplus low-cost, baseload capacity and marginal costs of under $40 per megawatt-hour. Unattractive reflects likely unavailability of low-cost, baseload capacity and marginal costs of more than $90 per megawatt-hour. Neutral reflects neither attractive nor unattractive. Analysis assumes natural gas prices remain at currently high levels. Source: Energy Velocity, GlobalView, North American Electric Reliability Council, Prudential Securities and AllianceBernstein



Idle Loss Driveline 15% Loss



5−6 Times More Efﬁcient on Energy-to-Wheels Basis



Source: Toyota, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and AllianceBernstein
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Early adoption of hybrids by high-travel vehicle fleets should give automakers a solid opportunity to ramp up production volumes, which would allow them to develop economies of scale and thus price hybrids more attractively for the average consumer. This translates into a lower price premium and shorter payback period compared to conventional vehicles (see text box on page 4).



Competitive Advantages, Favorable Economics Will Drive Adoption of Hybrids in Next Few Years In our view, a combination of strong competitive advantages and increasingly favorable economics will drive the growing adoption of hybrid-power vehicles in the next few years. Competitive advantages. Increased fuel efficiency isn’t the



only advantage that hybrids offer versus comparable conventional vehicles.



We estimate that hybrids’ current price premium is $4,500–6,000. We also estimate that the payback period for hybrids is six–10 years for the average U.S. car owner (who drives much less than high-travel drivers) with tax incentives, and 12 years without.



Emissions are much lower, for example. Acceleration is faster. The use of a larger battery means that the vehicle can more easily integrate numerous safety and luxury electronic systems. And using more electricity and less gas means that operation is much more convenient and less burdensome.



We think that the price premium for hybrid vehicles should fall to about $2,000 by 2010. At that level, the payback period would significantly shorten for most drivers, and people would likely be much more willing to pay the premium to get hybrids’ many advantages.



Hybrids also offer a more attractive set of benefits than vehicles powered by other alternative fuel sources like diesel, ethanol and 100% electricity (Display 1).



Hybrids Will Reduce Transportation’s Oil Dependency in the Long Term We believe that the emergence of hybrid vehicles will reduce the global transportation sector’s oil dependency in the long term. To understand this more fully, it’s important to understand how dependent transportation is on oil today.



Display 1



Hybrids Are Far More Attractive than Alternatives Factor



Hybrid



Ethanol/ 100% Flex-Fuel Electric



Diesel



Fuel Efficiency Performance (acceleration)



While many industries have raised their energy efficiency by substituting other fuels for oil, transportation mostly hasn’t. Consequently, transportation accounts for just over half of global oil consumption today, up from one-third in 1971 and less than half in 2002, and the International Energy Agency (IEA) projects its share to go even higher by 2030 (Display 2).



Emissions/Air Quality Convenience (range, refueling) Initial Cost Cost per Mile Representative Model



Toyota Prius High



Medium



VW Jetta



GM Monte Toyota Carlo RAV4 EV



Display 2



Low



Transportation Accounts for Half of Oil Consumption



Comparisons based on commercially available vehicles Source: AllianceBernstein



Global Oil Consumption 1971



Favorable economics. The economics of hybrid ownership



will become increasingly favorable to consumers over the next few years. We expect the improvement to stem from so-called “high-travel” vehicles like taxicabs and police cars, which are purchased in large fleets and accumulate far more mileage than average. Because they’re driven further, they’ll save more fuel over their lifetimes.



33% Transport 67% Non-Transport Total: 49 MBD†



2002



48%



52%



Total: 77 MBD†



2030E*



54%



Total: 121 MBD†



*E = estimate †MBD = millions of barrels per day Source: IEA, World Energy Outlook 2004 and AllianceBernstein



Since high-travel vehicles are currently best positioned to reap the benefits of hybrid technology, we expect them to dominate hybrid sales for the next few years.
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46%



This should gradually change with the emergence of hybrids. Fuel efficiency among “light-duty” vehicles such as passenger cars, SUVs, minivans and light trucks—which account for more than 45% of the transportation sector’s total oil consumption—should soar in the long term (Display 3).



Display 3



For Light-Duty Vehicles, Fuel Efficiency Will Soar and Oil Consumption Will Drop 2010E*



2002 60 Fuel Efﬁciency (Avg. Miles per Gallon)



Since transportation accounts for such a big portion of oil consumption, the gains in efficiency from widespread adoption of hybrids will push global transportation-related oil demand to a level far below long-term mainstream forecasts.



2030E* 50.0



30



23.1 23.5



25.1



0



40 Oil Consumption (Millions of Barrels per Day) 20



As shown in Display 3, we estimate that global oil demand for light-duty vehicles will be around 16 million barrels per day in 2030, or half of what the mainstream (as represented by the IEA) is projecting.



21.8 21.5



32.1 16.1



0 IEA forecast



In short, the growth of hybrids into a much larger presence should have a particularly big impact in terms of reducing transportation-related oil consumption.



AllianceBernstein forecast



*E = estimate Installed base, sales and mpg estimates are derived from the IEA/SMP base case model, in which the IEA/SMP held vehicle miles traveled constant for 30 years. In order to correlate these estimates to subsequent references from the agency, AllianceBernstein estimated the increase in this variable. Source: International Energy Agency, Sustainable Mobility Project and AllianceBernstein



Our estimate may seem too good to be true at a time when many experts are predicting a devastating oil shortage, but our research has yielded compelling evidence to support it:



2004, as hybrid technology incorporates engine and battery advancements. Since we estimate that hybrids will ultimately represent over 70% of the cars on the road worldwide, they’d more than double global fuel efficiency



Hybrids should greatly boost global fuel efficiency. We



project that hybrids’ fuel efficiency will rise to about 62 miles per gallon (mpg) in 2030 from about 40 mpg in



More Mileage Equals Shorter Payback Period We expect the popularity and sales of hybrid-powered vehicles to rise at first among so-called “high-travel” vehicles such as taxicabs and police cars, which are purchased in large fleets and accumulate far more mileage than average.



High-travel vehicles comprise 30% of annual new-vehicle sales. For most of them, the payback period would be longer than for city taxicabs, but still attractive. Payback Period Is Shorter for High-Travel Vehicles



What will make hybrids popular with these users, even though hybrids will initially cost significantly more—in other words, they’ll have a high price premium—than conventionally powered vehicles?



Payback Period for Price Premium for NYC Taxicabs* (In years, excludes tax incentives) 12.0



The answer is the much higher number of miles they can drive. Over time, the fuel efficiency of hybrids pays for their price premium. This “payback period” becomes shorter as the miles pile up.



1.7



2.2



1.1



Hybrid Hybrid Hybrid Ford Toyota Toyota Escape Highlander Prius



For example, a 2005 analysis found that the owner of an average New York City taxicab would recoup the price premiums for a variety of currently available hybrid vehicles in around two years, even without tax incentives (see display).



2.1 Hybrid Honda Accord



0.9



2.9



Hybrid Hybrid Honda Lexus Civic RX400h



Hybrid U.S. Driver†



*The NYC Taxi & Limousine Commission assumes each taxi travels 43,992 miles per year. †Assumes 12,250 average annual miles driven, $5,000 average price premium, 50% average fuel efficiency gain and gasoline price of $2.97 per gallon Source: Consumer Reports, New York City Taxi & Limousine Commission and AllianceBernstein
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for light-duty vehicles to about 50 mpg by 2030 from about 23 mpg today. Because the IEA doesn’t believe that hybrids will catch on, it’s forecasting only a modest gain for lightduty vehicles, to about 25 mpg by 2030.



Industry losers. Industries that stand to lose the most include



Hybrids’ share of the global vehicle market should greatly exceed mainstream forecasts. The IEA forecasts



Looking Ahead The coming age of hybrids will transform how, and how well, we transport ourselves. It’ll generate greater efficiency and economy in the global vehicle fleet. The availability of plug-in hybrid models will play a key role in moving this process forward by providing the fuel flexibility that the transportation industry has previously lacked.



Which Industries Will Be the Winners and Losers? As a research-driven investment firm, we strive not only to identify and explain important trends like the mass adoption of hybrid vehicles, but also to translate these trends into active investment ideas. The hybrid trend will have profound investment implications for many industries and companies (Display 4).



Through its substantial impact on transportation-related oil demand, hybrid technology could also have considerable longer-term effects on the global landscape:



automakers and parts suppliers without hybrid expertise, whose market share will fall; and oil and gas (especially refiners and distributors).



that hybrids will remain a niche product, accounting for just 0.7% of all light-duty vehicles globally in 2030. By contrast, we believe that by the same date, hybrids will represent 85% of all new-vehicle sales and 72% of the vehicles in use globally.



> Economic growth, which is closely linked to transporta-



tion, could be much less reliant on oil.



> Many of the world’s nations might no longer have to



base much of their foreign and military policies on the fundamental need to secure oil to power their vehicles. While this might be positive for oil-consuming countries, it would be potentially grave for the major oilexporting nations.



Industry winners. Industries that should benefit most



from the emergence of hybrids include automakers and parts suppliers with hybrid expertise; electric utilities and their equipment providers; and technology companies (especially producers of semiconductors and other electronic components).



Display 4



Affected Industries: Prospects for Winners and Losers Near Term



Medium Term



Long Term



+++



+++



+++



Significant demand acceleration



Automotive Suppliers (Electronic)



++



+++



+++



Market acceleration



Power-Semiconductor Suppliers*



+



++



+++



Significant demand acceleration



Traditional Semiconductor Suppliers



+



+



+



NA



+



+++



+++/– – –



+++/– – –



+++/– – –



Market share shifts intra-sector



+/– – –



+/– – –



+/– – –



Market share shifts intra-sector, but decelerates overall



–



–



–



Delay demand



Hybrid-Battery Manufacturers*



Electric Utilities



†



Automakers Automotive Suppliers (Traditional) Fuel-Cell Providers



Comments



Modest demand increase Transition to plug-ins may lead to increased demand; load-balancing opportunities



Oil and Gas Exploration and Production Firms



NA



–



– – 



Slower demand growth



Oil and Gas Refiners and Distributors



NA†



– – 



– – –



Slower demand growth



+++ Highly Positive



†



++ Very Positive



+ Positive



–  Negative



*No publicly traded pure-play investment opportunities available at this time † NA = not applicable Source: AllianceBernstein
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– –  Very Negative



– – – Highly Negative



Investment Strategies for Life For more than 35 years, AllianceBernstein has provided investment services to a diverse group of clients, including some of the largest institutional investors in the world. Our primary business goal is to design diversified investment solutions that help our clients build and preserve wealth during their lifetimes.



Wealth Strategies



Comprehensive Investment Solutions Style-Blend Strategies



Our mutual fund portfolios include style-pure and styleblend strategies and Investment Strategies for Life, a suite of uniquely integrated portfolios designed to meet investors’ retirement, wealth management and college savings needs.



Equity



Fixed Income



Style-Pure Strategies



These investment strategies, together with our global, innovative research and our disciplined, principled investment processes, make AllianceBernstein one of the most powerful investment organizations in the industry.



Local • Regional • Global Value Equities



Growth Equities



Fixed Income



The information contained herein reflects, as of the date hereof, the views and sources of AllianceBernstein to be reliable. No representation or warranty is made concerning the accuracy of any data compiled herein. In addition, there can be no guarantee that any projection, forecast or opinion in these materials will be realized. The views expressed herein may change at any time subsequent to the date of issue hereof. These materials are provided for informational purposes only and under no circumstances may any information contained herein be construed as investment advice. Neither may any information contained herein be construed as any sales or marketing materials with respect to any financial instrument, product or service sponsored or provided by AllianceBernstein or any affiliate or agent thereof. The sale of shares in AllianceBernstein funds may be restricted in certain jurisdictions. In particular, no shares may be acquired by persons in the U.K. except in certain circumstances and shares may not be offered or sold, directly or indirectly, in the United States or to U.S. Persons, as described in the Portfolios’ prospectus. Please contact your financial advisor for additional information.



Our Firm, Our Mission Building and preserving investor wealth through:



> A sole focus on asset management > Global, innovative research > Disciplined, principled investment processes > Investment strategies geared to client needs > Competitive performance at a good value



RES–WHT–EN–GN–0706



www.alliancebernstein.com/investments
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